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Abstract
The identification of risk factors for falls in longitudinal studies becomes difficult because
of exposures that change during the follow-up and also because individual subjects may
experience an event more than once. These issues have been neglected and improper
statistical techniques have been used. The typical approaches have been to report the
proportion of fallers or the time to first fall. Both avoid the underlying assumption of
independence between events and discard pertinent data. We review the existing methods
and propose a Cox hazards extension. We exemplify it in the study of potential risk factors
associated with all falls in 959 seniors. Finally, we compare the results of the proposed
Wei, Lin, & Weissfeld (WLW) method with those of several other techniques. Stable
exposure variables measured at baseline and updated time-varying exposures include
socio-demographic characteristics, BMI, nutritional risk, alcohol consumption, home
hazards, gait and balance, and medications. Results demonstrate that the usual methods
of analyzing risk factors for falling are inappropriate, as they produce considerable
biases relative to the WLW model using time-dependent covariates. Results also show
that modeling for first events may be inefficient, given that the risk of occurrence varies
between falls.
Key words: Accidental falls, Cox model, elderly, environmental hazards, negative
binomial distribution, hazards model, regression analysis, survival
analysis, logistic models

Introduction
Falls are common, recurrent problems with
serious consequences for elderly people
and the health care system.1 Evidence
of fall-risk factors has generally been
identified by prospective observational
designs. These studies may suffer from
problems similar to those found in cohort
studies of other issues, such as loss to
follow-up and variable follow-up time.
The identification of fall-risk factors
deals with additional problems such as

exposure changes during follow-up and
recurrent events in the same person.
These issues have been neglected and
inefficient statistical techniques have been
used. As a result, this may have distorted
the magnitude in estimates of particular
predictors or produced misleading results.
Moreover, this may have missed questions
of great clinical relevance.2-5
More than 15 years ago, Cumming, Kelsey,
and Nevitt6 advised that more attention be
paid to repeated measures regarding both

risk factors and rates for all falls. Despite
this, few researchers have challenged the
design of their studies and the analysis
of their data. Rather, they seem to have
been adversely affected, circumventing
the methodological complications by
discarding much relevant information.
The aim of the present paper is to raise
the awareness of researchers about some
epidemiological and statistical considerations. We review the statistical background
of methods of fall studies, introduce the
philosophical issues of time-dependent
covariates and multiple events, and discuss
the existing statistical techniques which
deal with them. We propose an extension
of the Cox proportional hazards traditional
model and use it in the identification of
potential risk factors associated with all
falls in elderly people living at home.
Finally, we compare the different results
obtained by various statistical methods.

Statistical background of
methods of fall studies
A variety of strategies has been used
to study the risk factors for recurrent
falls. Their analysis is complicated by
the within-subject correlation. In other
words, the occurrence of an event acts
on the risk of the next one. Failure to
account for dependence in the data leads
to the usual estimator of variance being
underestimated. This produces confidence
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intervals that are too narrow and a test of
significance too liberal (i.e. rejects the null
hypothesis too often).3,5,7
A summary of some of the discussed
methods is provided in Figure 1. A simplistic
approach to such problems involves
reporting the proportion of fallers (subjects
who fall at least once over an arbitrarily
defined period) or the time to a first fall.8
Both possibilities avoid the underlying
assumption of independent association
between multiple events. However, the use
of all available data for each individual
could be more efficient.4,8,9 The author of
a key paper has argued that the incidence
rate for falls was a public health priority6,
particularly for less robust elderly people.10
The challenge in analysing all falls arises
because some elderly are more prone to
recurrences than others; hence, they run a
higher risk of fall-related injury as opposed
to those who fall only once. The choice of
outcome, according to whether the focus
is on fallers or on the rate of falls, could
also affect the conclusion; i.e., knowing
whether a particular exposure constitutes a
risk factor. Stable over-time factors are more
likely to be related to the state of “being a
faller” than exposures that vary over time.6

participants, each of whom is observed over
three years and suffers three falls. One has
fallen once each year, another three times in
the first year, and the last three times in the
third year. The outcome variable ignores the
time of occurrence of these events.8 Thus, a
negative binomial modeling event rates may
not be the method of choice when the value
of important covariates or the likelihood of
event occurrence changes with the passing
of time.3 Greater efficiency and accuracy
can be obtained by modelling the lengths
of inter-episode intervals via time-to-event
techniques.9 Rather than focusing on the
numbers of cases, the time-to-event approach
considers the time between falls. If the
incidence rate is high, the intervals between
events will be short, and vice versa.3
In addition, measured risk factors of which
we want to evaluate the effects are usually
only fixed variables, defined at the initial
examination.2 They refer to the intrinsic
characteristics of the subjects (e.g., the
sex), the past exposures (e.g., prior
falls) or exposures present at baseline
(e.g., use of medication). Exposures that
occur after the starting point or vary over
time for an individual are not taken into
account. Examples, which can potentially
cause falls through short-term exposure
preceding the event, include environmental
hazards, alcohol consumption, and use of
medication. A great advantage of the timeto-event approach is its ability to handle
time-dependent covariates.3

Alternatives have been proposed for
dealing with multiple events. Among these
are the negative binomial regression, some
extensions to the Cox proportional hazards
model, and a modified logistic regression.
The dependent variable in the negative
binomial regression is the individual
event rate adjusted for the follow-up
time i.e., the number of falls for a person
divided by their specific follow-up time
(Figure 1).4,11 Since the negative binomial
distribution has one more parameter than
the Poisson, it naturally accommodates
for over-dispersion (i.e., the variance
typically exceeds the mean).8 Therefore,
this approach is robust for dependent
structure data, and suitable for frequent
and recurrent events.

The hazards models include the counting
process of Andersen & Gill16 (hereafter
referred to as AG), the conditional model of
Prentice, Williams, & Peterson17 (PWP), and
the marginal model of Wei, Lin, & Weissfeld18
(WLW). None of these approaches explicitly
models the dependence structure between
failure times. Instead, robust estimates of
variance are used to account for correlated
observations within subjects; i.e., the
so-called «variance-corrected» hazards
models.12-15

One problem using event rates is that the
likelihood of event occurrence must be
assumed to be constant through time within
one participant. A critical example could be to
consider the equivalent event rates for three

The distinction of the hazards methods can
be seen in terms of who is in the risk-set at
each failure.15,19 The AG rests on the strong
assumption that the risk of an event for a
given subject is unaffected by any earlier
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events, unless a term that captures such
dependence (i.e., number of previous falls)
is included as a time-dependent covariate.3,7
In other words, the data for each subject
with multiple events could be described
as data for multiple subjects, where each
has delayed entry and is followed until the
next event (Figure 1). This model ignores
the order of the events; i.e., all falls are
indistinguishable, leaving each subject to
be “at risk” for an event as long as the
subject is still under observation at the
time the event occurs.3,7,8,13-15,19
The PWP is based on the idea that a subject
is not technically at risk for a later event until
all previous events have been experienced.
This is accomplished by stratifying data
by event order. Accordingly, the risk-set at
time t for the kth event is limited to those
subjects under study at t who have already
experienced k-1 events (not exemplified in
Figure 1).13-15,19 However, Robertson20 has
argued that the conditional assumption
of the order of events does not hold for
falls. As an illustration of her argument
(personal communication), let us speculate
that a person has slipped on water on
the kitchen floor without injury and, at
another time, has fallen on the pavement
outside. This has resulted in a hip fracture.
The person is at risk for both these falls
from the beginning of the study period;
i.e., the time at risk for the second fall on
the pavement does not start only after the
first fall in the kitchen has occurred.
The risk-set of the WLW marginal
approach includes all patients under
observation who have not yet experienced
the kth event. The time for each event
starts at the beginning of follow-up time
for each subject. Furthermore, each
subject is considered to be at risk for all
events, regardless of how many events
each subject has actually experienced. The
WLW does not impose any dependence
structure among the related failure times.
Thus, it ignores the ordering of events
but takes into account previous events by
situating each failure in an independent
stratum (Figure 1).4,7,8,13-15,19
The logistic regression analysis is the most
commonly used method in epidemiological
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research. D’Agostino et al.21 showed that
a so-called pooled logistic regression is
identical to the time-dependent covariate
Cox regression. This is what makes
the technique attractive to evaluate the
relationship of risk factors to disease
development. O’Loughlin22 applied such
an approach to the study of falls. The
theoretical basis for the use of this logistic
regression variant is well established when
the intervals between measurements of
risk factors are short, the probability
of an event within an interval small,
and the intercept for the pooled logistic
constant across intervals.21 The underlying
statistical requirements and the data setup
for the pooled logistic regression are very
close to those defined for the AG. Each of
the follow-up intervals for a single subject
is assumed to represent intervals from
different subjects. The method pools the
subjects at risk and the events developed
in each interval. The follow-up interview
number is included as a categorical
variable to test this assumption. Similarly,
the dependence between multiple falls
within the same individual is accounted for
by considering the occurrence of previous
falls as a predictor variable.23
However, the way in which the interval
observations are set up, as well as the
outcome variable of interest, differs in
both methods. The AG builds the intervals
according to the precise dates of events.
For example, the first interval will cover the
time span from entry into the study until
the time of the event, and the following
interval spans the time from the first event
to the next one, and so on (Figure 1).15
In contrast, the logistic regression uses
stable time points fixed by the researcher.
For example, an exam could be performed
at the same date each month to up-date
risk factors and to gather information
on falls that occurred in the interval of
observation (not exemplified in Figure
1).22,23 The analysis above is, in essence,
an investigation of fallers versus nonfallers in successive short intervals.22 Even
if, taken as a whole, the analysis allows
for more than one outcome to occur per
subject, less appreciated is the fact that it
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FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of statistical models for the study of risk factors for falls
(Modified from a figure published by Robertson, Campbell and Herbison8)
Hypothetical subject with follow-up of 12 days, falls on day 5 and 8. Let (0) represent no
fall and (1) a fall, xi a risk factor of subject i measured at time t, and ki its number of falls.
Then the baseline hazard is illustrated by λ0(t), the hazard for a fall for the ith subject by
λi and the hazard of the kth fall for this subject by λik. Person-time, pti is length of time at risk
for subject i, β’x denotes the effect size of factor x, p is the probability of event in exposed,
e, and unexposed, u, subjects.
Standard Cox regression. One data record covers entry until the 1st fall and discards any
information past that point. Total follow-up time is assigned to individual that never fell.
The dependent variable is time to first fall.

Andersen-Gill Cox regression. Three records cover entry until the 1st fall, from the 1st
until 2nd fall, from the last fall to the end of follow-up, the latter period being fall-free. The
dependent variable is time to each fall.

Marginal Wei, Lin & Weissfeld regression. Three records. Each fall as well as the final
fall-free period are treated in an independent stratum and time measured from entry. The
dependent variable is time to each fall.

Negative binomial regression. One record covers entry until the end of follow-up and
includes simply the total number of falls and follow-up time per subject. The dependent
variable is number of falls.

Logistic regression. One data record, which does not account for follow-up time and
ignores multiple falls by subject. The binary dependent variable is status of faller.
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drops all additional falls that may occur in
each particular interval. It seems obvious
that if three falls per month are considered
equivalent to one fall for the same period,
the information translating the intensity of
short-term phenomena is lost.
The choice of one of these models must be
made starting from a priori ideas on the
types of relationships which exist between
the covariates and the risk of falling. In
negative binomial regression, AG, and
pooled logistic regression, no distinction
is made between the various events
that succeed one another. This restricts
the baseline hazard and the regression
coefficients do not vary according to the
rank of recurrence. A history of previous
falls is strongly recognized as a predictor of
subsequent falls.10,23 Intuitively, we would
expect a first fall to differ from the aetiology
of the subsequent falls. The predictors for
one fall that can occur by accident might
be different from those for recurrent falls
that can be associated with one’s health
condition.24,25 Hence, researchers and
practitioners may be interested in knowing
not only the overall covariate effects on
the risk of all failures, but also the specific
effects of independent variables for the
first, second, or subsequent events. The
binomial regression, AG, and pooled logistic
regression, contrary to the WLW, provide
no insights to answer such questions. In
accordance with the structure of the data
to be analyzed and the research question
to be answered, the WLW is expected to be
a naturally more appropriate method for
studying the risk factors of falls.

Methods
Subjects and procedures
Subjects were volunteers recruited between March 2002 and July 2005 to form
an open cohort that included communitydwelling persons, aged 65 years and
over and receiving home-care services.
People who could speak neither French
nor English, those not able to walk more
than six meters, and those with reduced
communication and cognition were
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excluded. All subjects gave informed
consent. The study was approved by the
authorities of each participating centre.
This study is a part of a research project on
the evaluation of a multifaceted preventive
intervention.26 Participants were visited at
home, at entry and every six months, by
a trained physical rehabilitation therapist
in order to ascertain information about
potential risk factors. A fall was defined
as an event resulting in the subject
inadvertently coming to rest on the
ground, floor or other lower level (e.g.,
stairs). Excluded were sports-related falls.23
Subjects were asked about falls in the three
months preceding the initial interview and
were monitored for new falls by use of a
daily completed calendar and monthly
phone calls.
Material and social forms of an ecological
deprivation index were imputed to
participants, using postal codes to match
geographic areas of residence with
Canadian census data.27,28 Nutritional risk
screening was performed on a graded
13-point scale tool.29-32 Body weight was
self-reported and height was measured
using standard techniques. Gait, balance,
and mobility performance were assessed
by the Berg scale33-36 on a 56-point scale,
and by the Timed Up & Go test37,38 which
measures the overall time, in seconds,
to complete a series of functional tasks.
Subjects’ homes were assessed for 37
potential environmental hazards using
the Gill’s room-by-room assessment
form39,40 Housing types included: singlefamily house; apartment; row housing
or other unique entrance dwelling units;
private residential facilities for seniors;
other housing, including room in shared
accommodation. Data about the use of
benzodiazepines (yes/no) and number
of daily consumed prescribed drugs were
recorded directly from the containers. A
detailed history of alcohol consumption
was obtained through a questionnaire
developed by the Québec Institute of
Statistics.41,42 Responses were categorized
for both drinking in the preceding week
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(yes/no) and usual drinking during the last
6 months (non-drinker, ≤ 2 times a month,
1-6 times a week, every day). Generally,
higher values of the measurements denoted
higher risk or impairment, except for the
Berg scale where the opposite was true.

Statistical analyses
Descriptive analyses were carried out
using SPSS® 13.0; regression analyses
using SAS® 9.1. The adjusted effects of
subject characteristics on the likelihood
of falling were investigated using three
survival-analysis techniques (conventional
Cox regression, AG extension, and WLW
extension), a negative binomial regression,
and a logistic regression.15,43
The dependent variable in all survival
analyses was time to fall for each participant
during the follow-up, measured in days.
Only cases with at least one month of
follow-up fall data were included. Subjects
were censored upon reaching 18 months
of follow-up (optional voluntary drop out),
end of study, or time of withdrawal for any
reason. Repeated falls were considered as
occurrences of the same type of indistinguishable events. Survival analyses were
performed with all covariates measured
on baseline only and with updated
covariates. Baseline covariates included
age, sex, number of falls in the three
months prior to study entry, type of
residence, and deprivation index. For the
time-varying covariates, including BMI,
nutritional risk, alcohol consumption,
home environmental hazards, gait and
balance, use of benzodiazepines and all
medications, the measurement closest to
the time preceding the fall was considered.2
Measurement of exposure to the middle of
the follow-up period was used in the case
of the people who did not fall. Thus we
tested the null hypothesis that the exposure
collected during the follow-up was not
associated to the risk of falling thereafter.2
No proportional hazards assumption was
required in Cox with time-dependent
covariates procedure, since the hazards
depended on time.2,43
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TABLE 1
Adjusted relative risk estimates of factors for falls among the community-dwelling elderly,
according to different statistical regression methods
1
Logistic
(fallersc)

2
Negative
binomial
(all falls)

3a
Standard
Cox/WLW
(first fall)

4a
AG Coxa

5a
WLW

(all falls)

(all falls)

with baseline covariatesd

Risk factor
Home hazards (nb)

—

—

—

BMI (kg/m2)

—

—

—

0.98**

Berg score

—

—

0.98****

Time Up & Go score

—

Male

1.47*

Age (yrs)

—

Residential facility housing
f

—

0.98**
—
—
0.97**
—

—

—

—

1.25*

—

—

0.97**

—

—

3b
Standard
Cox/WLW
(first fall)

4b
AG Coxb

5b
WLW

(all falls)

(all falls)

with time-varying covariatese
—

1.12****

—

—

0.98***
0.99**

0.99**
—

1.22*

1.34**

0.98**

0.98*

1.29*

1.45**

1.08***

1.19****

0.98**

0.99*

0.98****

0.99****

—

—

—

1.30**

0.97**
—

0.98***
1.61****

One prior fall

1.95***

1.41*

1.47***

1.40**

1.26*

1.45***

1.37*

1.24*

Two or more prior fallsf

3.28****

3.15****

2.35****

2.31****

2.12****

2.07****

2.21****

1.86****

Significant (two-tailed): *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001
Included number of previous falls during the follow-up as a time-dependent covariate to account for dependence between falls:
a
IRR =1.10****; b IRR =1.09****.
c
Subjects monitored less than 12 months who did not declare any falls (n = 221) were excluded, given that we could not define the status of faller.
d
All covariates measured on baseline only; e up-dated covariates included home hazards, BMI, Berg and Timed Up & Go scales.
f
History of falls in 3 months preceding initial interview.

The dependent variable in the logistic
regression was the state of being a faller
(subjects who fall at least once) over a
12-month period. The negative binomial
and logistic regressions were performed
with all covariates measured on baseline.
The statistical methods are summarized in
Figure 1. The linearity assumption of the
relationships was checked for continuous
predictor variables. All models were fit
using a stepwise-like process to retain
any variable in the presence of others
with a p-value ≤ 0.05. Robust sandwich
estimates of variance were used in the
survival-analysis, as well as the negative
binomial regression techniques, in order to
compensate for the lack of independence
between multiple falls.
The WLW approach estimated both
common and event-specific β for the
first five falls of each subject, as well as
the common β for all the observed falls.
The number of subjects at risk for a given
stratum, after the first fall, was made up of
all subjects who experienced a fall in the
preceding stratum minus those who were
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lost in the follow-up; n of subjects at risk
for a given pooled fall group was made
up of all subjects under observation in all
considered strata, as if subjects in each
stratum represented a different subject.
Each model was examined both with and
without past fall strata, as it could have
masked the effects of other variables of
interest.6,23

Results
Study subjects
Of the 959 persons who met the study
inclusion criteria, agreed to participate,
and received a home visit, 22 withdrew
without completely filling the baseline
assessments or before one month of
follow-up. Mean and median follow-up
times of the remaining 937 subjects were
488 and 458 days, respectively (range, 27
to 1330 days). Some 549 subjects (57.2%)
remained in the study at 12 months and
377 (39.3%) at 18 months. Respondents
were mainly women (75.7%). Mean age
(standard deviation) was 79.5 (6.7), of
which 76.4% were 75 years of age or older.
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Thirty-nine percent (39.0%) experienced
at least one fall in the three months prior to
study entry and 14.9% had two or more.

Comparison of statistical methods
Table 1 summarizes the differences in
relative risks for falling obtained through
several statistical methods. Firstly, the
logistic regression (1) and time-to-first
fall using a standard Cox (3a) overlooked
the recurrence of falls and identified less
significant risk factors than did the negative
binomial (2), AG (4a), and WLW (5a), that
considered all the available information
(number between parentheses refers to
the concerned model in Table 1). Although
both logistic regression and standard Cox
identified the same risk factors, logistic
regression ignored the time of occurrence
of falling. This led to a conclusion of
higher magnitude of the related relative
risks, compared to standard Cox. The
values obtained by the logistic regression
were between 17.6% (1.47 vs 1.25) and
39.6% (3.28 vs 2.35) greater than those of
standard Cox.
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Secondly, three methods - the negative
binomial regression (2), the AG (4a), and
WLW (5a) extensions of the Cox model
considered follow-up time, rate of all
falls, as well as dependence between falls,
using robust estimates of variance. WLW
revealed more significant fall-risk factors
than the other methods and accorded
less importance to the history of falls in
the three months preceding the initial
interview. Notably, the negative binomial
regression, in relation to the WLW,
exhibited a difference of 48.6% (3.15 vs
2.12) for the variable “two or more prior
falls”. The different emphasis given by
these three approaches to the dependence
among multiple event times explains the
difference in results. The negative binomial
regression does not integrate the length of
inter-fall intervals. The AG explicitly models
the impact of earlier falls on future events.
In this regard, the incidence rate ratio (IRR,
virtually equivalent to the so-called hazard
ratios) of 1.10 of the time-dependent term
“number of previous falls” modelled in the

AG (4a) indicates a 10% increase in hazard
for each unit increase in number of prior
falls. In contrast, WLW estimates separate
relationships for each fall and computes
the coefficients and the within-subject
correlation more directly than the AG,
thus providing efficient weighted average
estimates of effect (and variance).
Thirdly, results were compared for the models
both with and without time-dependent
covariables. The number of home hazards,
an exposure particularly likely to vary
during the follow-up, was not significantly
associated with falls in any of the models that
had only baseline covariates (1 to 5a). On the
contrary, the variable was always statistically
significant in the same models that controlled
variation of exposure throughout time (3b to
5b). All survival models with time-varying
covariables identified a greater number of
fall-risk factors than did the corresponding
technique with only baseline covariates (3b
vs 3a, 4b vs 4a, and 5b vs 5a), even when
estimates were calculated from the robust

variance. A more marked difference was
noted between techniques that modeled
only time to first fall and those that took
into consideration time to each fall. For the
marginal WLW model, inattention to timevarying covariables produced bias in various
directions. Lastly, results from the usual
methods of analysis of risk factors for falling
(1 and 3, in Table 1) produced considerable
biases relative to the WLW model using
time-dependent covariates (5b).

Risk factors for falls
The sample of 937 subjects reported 1,270
falls during a total of 457,283 persondays of observation, given that a same
person could report more than one event.
Among the subjects, 495 had no falls,
192 experienced one episode, and 250
had more than one. The consideration
of the first five falls gathered 90.0% of
the 442 fallers and 95.3% of the 937
individuals in the sample. Of all falls for
which information on consequences was

TABLE 2
Adjusted and variance-corrected WLW incidence rate ratio by selected risk factors for falls among the
community-dwelling elderly, according to the fall rank or pooled fall group

Fst 5 falls

Fall rank number
Risk factor

1
na = 937

Falls (nb)

442

Home hazards (nb)

1.12****

BMI (kg/m2)

—

Berg balance score

0.99**

Benzodiazepine use

—

2
n = 429
250

3
n = 244
144

1.19****
—

1.20****
0.95***

0.98***
1.37*

0.98**
—

4
n = 140
99

5
n = 93
66

1.17***
—
—
—

1.36****
—
0.97***

All falls

n = 1 843

n = 2 169

1 001

1 270

1.16****
[0.99*]b

1.19****
0.99*

0.98****

0.99****

—

[1.22**]

[1.21*]

—

[1.20*]

Alcohol use, past 6 months
≤ 2 times per month vs. other categories

—

Male

1.34**

Age (yrs)

0.98*

Residential facility housing

1.45**

—

1.50*

—

—

—

—

—

0.97*

0.96*

—

—

—

—

3.81****

1.70**

2.02**

—

1.28**

1.30**

—

0.98**

0.98***

2.52*

1.51***

1.61****

Material deprivation index
Fourth vs. other quartiles

—
c

One fall prior initial interview

1.45***

≥ 2 falls prior initial interviewc

2.07****

—
—

—

1.65**

2.15****

—
1.49*

—

—

—

1.37***

1.24*

—

1.95****

1.86****

Significant (two-tailed): *p ≤ 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p ≤ 0.001; ****p ≤ 0.0001.
a
n of subjects at risk for the considered fall stratum or pooled fall group.
b
The brackets show the variables had not reached statistical significance after “previous falls” were introduced.
c
History of falls in 3 months preceding initial interview.
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available, 44.4% resulted in injuries,
25.2% in activity limitations, 17.1% in
a medical consultation, and 5.6% in a
hospitalization. Altogether, 82.1% of falls
occurred in the subjects’ home.
Table 2 displays the adjusted associations
between the potential risk factors and the
incidence rate for specific and pooled falls.
The WLW marginal risk estimates for the
first fall stratum in Table 2 are precisely the
same as would occur if the analysis were
restricted to data on time to first fall using
a standard Cox model (column 3b, in Table
1). The only difference is that the p-values
presented in the former were calculated
from the robust rather than standard
(“naïve”) statistics. However, while the
estimates for the first fall stratum are
essentially equivalent in these two cases,
results for the other strata vary substantially
according to whether coefficients are
calculated from robust or from naïve
methods, providing some indication as
to the degree of dependence among the
events. Thus, male sex, residential facility
for seniors, number of home hazards, Berg
balance score, and age significantly and
independently predict time-to-first fall.
For example, the IRR = 1.45 found for
the residential facility for seniors indicated
that the subjects living in such places
experienced falls at a rate which was 45%
higher than for those living in any other
kind of housing. Similarly, the IRR of 1.12
for the home hazards indicated a 12%
increase in hazard for each unit increase in
number of items. However, since age has
an IRR of less than 1 (i.e. 0.98), increase in
age by one year led to decrease in hazard
by 2%.
Table 2 also compares the results when
distinct β were fit for each fall. Covariates
as age, home hazards, and Berg scale
show sustained and relatively constant
effects across the strata. Some others differ
both in the nature and magnitude of the
statistically significant variables, depending
on their position in the sequence. The
greatest differences in IRR appear in the
fifth episode. The entry, in the last step of
history of falling in the three months prior
to study entry, turned out to be highly
significant and did not alter either the
magnitude or significance of the IRR for
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the other variables already included in all
stratum models. The right-hand section
of Table 2 repeats the analysis under the
constraints of overall common β (weighted
average of the event-specific hazards),
both when falls beyond the fifth were not
applied (censored model) and when all fall
data were utilized (complete model). The
censored model identified seven variables,
three more than the time-to-first-fall
model (BMI, use of benzodiazepines, and
occasional alcohol consumption in the
past six months of follow-up) and one
more than the complete model (alcohol
consumption). However, these additional
variables were no longer significant in the
context of the contribution of all others,
once the history of falling was joined to the
censored model; furthermore, the use of
benzodiazepines and alcohol consumption
became insignificant in the complete set.
An age-sex interaction term tested in each
final model was not significant.

Discussion
This article addresses the proper method of
examining falls and their determinants. No
statistical technique can reproduce human
behaviour exactly, and makeshift solutions
to time-varying exposures and recurrence
of events can lead to severe bias. To our
knowledge, the first and only example
where time-varying exposures and multiple
falls were ascertained simultaneously was
in a doctoral thesis deposited in 199122
and published later in a scientific review.23
However, substantial statistical progress
has appeared since then. In the current
issue, we discuss the various methods
for studying the exposure changes during
follow-up and recurrent events in the
same person. We further illustrate them
by identifying the risk factors for falls in
the elderly. We have concentrated on the
statistical/methodological aspects and
have mentioned the risk factor findings
only to the extent of showing different
results obtained by different analyses.
Methods that handle the aforementioned
data analytical features in a statistically
correct manner are now available in
commercial packages. They have been
addressed extensively in the statistical
literature, but not yet routinely applied and
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reported for fall studies, as new advances in
the statistical world are often slow to reach
the clinical and public health fields.4 We
have presented throughout our paper our
arguments as to why the WLW approach is
expected to be an appropriate choice in the
context of our study. It provides a natural
framework for analysing time-varying
exposures and multiple events data using
minimal assumptions.2,44 Other authors
have reported that the WLW is robust
and performs quite well in many practical
situations.14
The differences in the estimates obtained
through several statistical methods
analysing the risk factors for falling,
have been illustrated according to the
information provided. Results clearly
reveal that the usual methods, such as
binary outcome using a logistic regression
and time to first fall using a standard Cox,
produce considerable biases, as opposed to
the WLW model that uses time-dependent
covariates. In addition, modeling for first
events implicitly assumes that the first
event is representative of all events. Our
study denotes that this assumption is
questionable, more in the qualitative facet
of IRR estimates than in the quantitative.
Our results provide additional evidence
regarding the convenient choice of a
stratified model rather than a non-stratified
one, given that the risk of occurrence varies
substantially between occurrences. Mahé
and Chevret45 expect such possibilities
when the frequency of events per unit is
“small”, such as falls among communitydwelling elderly people.
Furthermore, our results are coherent with
earlier findings, although we are more
confident of the magnitude in estimates of
predictors. A few findings merit comment.
Number of home hazards and history of
falling are strong and consistent predictors
of falls, whatever their rank or pooling.
Prior overall falls increase the risk of
subsequent overall falls. This suggests that
if the causes of past falls - for which the
variable acts as a proxy - are not corrected,
the chances of sustaining further falls
due to the same causes are increased.23
The people living in a residential facility
for seniors are more at risk than others
to fall, possibly because the variable
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acts as a surrogate measure of various
chronic conditions and poorer functional
autonomy. Similarly, younger people reveal
themselves to be at a higher risk of falling
compared to the older, probably because
of more vigorous lifestyle activities.
We further hope to eliminate any
misunderstanding about any incidence
measures reported in the research literature,
especially the dubious events per persontime relating the number of falls (single
in some subjects, multiple in others) to
the cumulative time of observation of all
subjects. It should not be confused with
the individual event rate adjusted for the
follow-up time that we discuss in our
paper, or with the incidence rate widely
used in epidemiology. In the events per
person-time measure, the numerator does
not express a number of subjects wherein
the event only occurs once, but rather a
number of events scattered among the
study subjects. Windeler and Lange46
have vigorously denounced this concept
because it has no exact interpretation on
an individual level. Hence, event rates
are the same (20 per 100 person-years)
whether 20 subjects are observed for 10
years and each suffers two falls, or 1000
subjects are observed for half a year and
100 (10%) of them have one fall each.
Having been introduced in the ‘80s and
still, unfortunately, sometimes reported
in peer-reviewed journals47-50, this concept
should be abandoned,46 as it impedes the
search for new approaches.
Happily, prospective design, frequent
contacts, repeated measures, and clinical
measurements performed by a therapist
limited information bias. Nonetheless,
some other exposures, such as nutrition
screening and alcohol use, were derived from
self-reports. Differential misclassification
could occur if the fact of a fall or recurrent
falls affected the accuracy with which the
individuals recalled relevant exposures
and subsequent outcomes. This would
exaggerate the magnitude of the effect on
the risk of falling.6 Also, the length of time
between a fall and the measure of follow-
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up exposure obviously varied according to
the day on which the fall occurred. Hence,
an accurate assessment of exactly when
a change in exposure to time-dependent
covariates might have happened between
each six-month follow-up was not possible.
It would result in non-differential errors in
the measurement of exposures, thereby
diluting the observed relation. Another
potential for biased results might have
occurred because of dropouts, particularly
when the latter do not have the same rate
of outcome (risk of falling) as those who
continue in the study. With the exception of
people who refused the services and who
were less likely to fall, as opposed to the
active participants completing the study,
no other reason for loss to follow-up was
associated with the falls. Male sex, ageing,
residential facility for seniors, first quartile
deprivation index, lower Berg score, and
daily alcohol consumption at baseline
were associated with a significant shorter
duration in participation. As Campbell et
al.51 have already noted, those individuals
who are more frail and may be at greater
risk of falling are the ones most difficult
to involve and sustain in follow-up. This
would also lead to an underestimation of
the effects.
All the aforementioned considerations
lead us to believe that the results observed
in our study tend to be conservative. A
practical drawback of the WLW is the preprocessing effort and care required in the
dataset construction. The application of
this method depends on the completeness
of the reports of falls and knowledge of
calendar dates of falls. Future research
must make the transition from risk factors
for falling to community implementation
of interventions.
Finally, it would be useful to talk about
two substantive clinical findings that have
been deleted from the text. Firstly, the
degree to which balance and gait mediate
the relationship between medication and
the likelihood of falling was estimated.6 A
mediator is an intermediate variable that
occurs in the causal chain between an
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exposure and an outcome. If a variable is
truly in the causal pathway, the association
between the latter two variables should
disappear upon adjustment for the
mediator.52 Adjustments for Berg balance
scale resulted in a maximum increase of 21%
in the effect of benzodiazepines, contrary to
the hypothesized reduction. Consequently,
the covariate does not act as a mediator or
as an appreciable confounder.
Secondly, falls leading to a medical consultation were examined as a secondary
outcome, hypothesized as a measure
of severity. For these cases, a variable
“previous falls” was included as a timedependent covariate. It was created to
consider whether a fall not resulting in a
medical consultation had been reported
in the three-month period preceding any
fall-related medical consultation. Adjusted
results identified the number of home
hazards (incidence rate ratio = 1.09), the
nutrition screening score (1.09), living
in a residential facility for seniors (1.67)
and fall history (1 prior fall = 0.59; ≥ 2
prior falls = 0.64) as significant and
independent predictors for all pooled
fall-related medical consultations. Having
fallen in the three months before each new
event under study was protective against
any fall for which people sought medical
attention.
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